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Our clients are investors, advisors, 
banks, and institutions looking to 
make their investment process more 
data-driven, insightful, customized, 
efficient, and scalable.

We are… Powered by…

Specializing in quantitative/AI investing since 1987

60+ staff

Mostly data 
scientists, engineers, 

and physicist

23 Years

Track 
records

$6B+ AUM

For HSBC, Rothschild Bank, 
BNP Paribas, BBV, Intersect, 

EXO, and Lumenai
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Timeline of Technological Advances
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Technological Advancements are normally met with fear and skepticism 
but ultimately propel humanity forward.
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No Need to Fear, AI is Already Here. And it’s making us better.

AI-powered systems can reduce operational 
costs by up to 40% and improving risk 
management effectiveness by up to 70%. 
-McKinsey

AI can improve processing times 20-30%, 
reduce costs by 15-25%, and increase revenue 
by 15-20%. -Deloitte

AI portfolio management can generate up to 
+2% additional returns through optimized asset 
allocation and timely rebalancing -Deloitte

AI will redefine the financial services industry 
with 96% of senior executives saying AI to have 
a significant impact on their business within the 
next two years. -EY

Footnotes: EY. (n.d.). Why AI will redefine the financial services industry in two years. Retrieved from https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_gl/topics/innovation/ey-why-a-i-will-redefine-the-financial-services-industry-in-two-years.pdf. 
McKinsey & Company. (n.d.). The economic potential of generative AI: The next productivity frontier. Retrieved from https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/the-economic-potential-of-generative-ai-the-next-productivity-frontier. 
Deloitte. (n.d.). AI: The next frontier in investment management. Retrieved from https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/industries/financial-services/perspectives/ai-next-frontier-in-investment-management.html. CFA Institute. AI Pioneers in Investment 
Management. Retrieved from AI-Pioneers-in-Investment-Management.pdf (cfainstitute.org)
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03

75% of investment professionals acknowledge 
the positive impact of AI in enhancing their 
investment processes and decision-making 
–CFA Institute

83% of investment firms believe AI will be 
critical to their competitiveness, reshaping the 
financial services industry within two years -EY

https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_gl/topics/innovation/ey-why-a-i-will-redefine-the-financial-services-industry-in-two-years.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/the-economic-potential-of-generative-ai-the-next-productivity-frontier
https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/industries/financial-services/perspectives/ai-next-frontier-in-investment-management.html
https://www.cfainstitute.org/-/media/documents/survey/AI-Pioneers-in-Investment-Management.pdf
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AI is Mainstream
Generative AI has seen the steepest adoption curves in history

Source: Google, Subredditstats, Media Reports
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Relationship 
Building

Judgement 
& Intuition

Emotional 
Intelligence

Contextual 
Understanding

Adaptability 
& Creativity Where do 

Humans 
Win?

What Are People Good At?
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Your 
Challenges 
and How AI 
Will Help

Universal Pain Points

Information Overload and Analysis 

Alpha Generation and Pro-Active Risk Mitigation

Personalization vs. Efficiency

Portfolio Monitoring and Evaluation

Automating Regulatory Compliance

Behavioral Biases / Emotional Decision-Making
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Data Processing 
& Optimization

Quantitative Modeling 
& Optimization

Real-time Monitoring 
& Automation

Pattern Recognition & 
Predictive Analytics

Scalability 
& Speed

Main 
Strengths of 
The Machine

What IS AI Good At?
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Man vs Machine Investment Scorecard

Competency Humans Machines

Advising investors & understanding needs

Drafting a portfolio strategy

Establishing risk management policy and limits

Identifying market patterns

Portfolio construction, rebalancing, and selection

Actively managing risk

Generating alpha

Enhancing operational efficiencies

Monitoring portfolios and holdings
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How can AI be Applied to Investing?
By leveraging the strengths of AI and leaving the rest to humans

Impossible for Human to 
Process Daily - Big Data, Deep 
Learning to ingest and process 
vast amounts of data

Unleash the power of AI to 
recognize patters that would 
be lost to humans

Let AI make Alpha-generating 
recommendations based on 
Today’s Data NOT Market Views 

Selectively pick and choose the 
AI recommendations that fit 
your mandate

Delegate risk and portfolio 
monitoring to AI so that 
you can think long-term

AI makes the investment process easier, more efficient, scalable, and cost effective, 
enabling investors to create their own personalized portfolios that take less time to manage, 

while targeting maximum risk-adjusted returns and alpha, and actively managing risk. 

Insight

Selection MonitoringProcessing

Construction



Case Studies: 
Custom AI Portfolios

About Lumenai

Lumenai is a transformative 
investment service that uses artificial 
intelligence and data science designed 
to make sophisticated investing more 
personalized, simple, and efficient 
than ever before.

Lumenai has designed and launched multiple 
AI strategies for individuals, advisors, and 
institutions. 

We will discuss three examples:

01
Self-Adapting Asset Allocation
Active allocation across stocks, bonds, credit, 
and commodities. 

02
Custom NASDAQ Long-Short
NASDAQ equity long-short, pure stock-picking 
alpha, zero beta.

03
Low Volatility Balanced Portfolio 
Actively risk-managed portfolio of stocks, 
bonds, and credit. 
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Case Study 1: Self-Adapting Asset Allocation

Self-Adapting Exposures Annual Alpha

5%
Consistent across time

+10.8% vs. -1.3%
Cumulative net

Returns vs. Benchmark

84% to 56%
Allocation to stocks

+10.8%

-1.3%

Objective:  An actively managed Multi-Asset portfolio investing dynamically across Quality stocks, bonds, credit, commodities, and cash. 
The portfolio was created for an experienced hedge fund executive and is designed to outperform a 60/40 stock/bond benchmark with 
similar volatility.   

Results: 
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Past performance is not necessarily an indicator of future performance.
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Case Study 2: Custom NASDAQ ESG Long-Short 

Annual Alpha Max Drawdown vs. NASDAQ

-6.6% vs. -36%
Annualized net

+13% vs. -8%
Annualized net

Annual Returns vs. NASDAQ

12.7%
Almost entirely from stock picking

Objective:  A Long / Short strategy designed for an asset management firm to outperform 
the NASDAQ over the long-term while adhering to an ESG mandate. The portfolio is tightly 
risk-controlled with near zero Beta and pure stock-picking Alpha. 

Results: 

NASDAQ ESG L-S NASDAQ Composite TR

Annualized Return 12.70% -8.22%
Total Return 24.42% -14.50%
Annualized Volatility 9.26% 26.52%
Sharpe Ratio 1.34 -0.19
Max Drawdown -6.6% -35.8%
Beta 0.05
Alpha 12.65%
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Past performance is not necessarily an indicator of future performance.
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Case Study 3: Low Volatility Balanced Portfolio

5%
Target

~5%
Vol

25%
Stocks

75%
Bonds

Forecast:

5.6%
Return

6.3%
Vol

0.9
Sharpe

0.77
Benchmark

Objective: A custom Low-Volatility Strategy for a Large Global Family Office designed to mimic and improve the internal strategy they have 
been running for ten years. The benchmark is 25% stocks and 75% bonds and credit, and the portfolio cannot have a decline large than 
10% in any calendar year. 

Returns 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023*

Proposal 1.88% 5.30% 10.66% 10.15% 6.07% 3.42% 11.35% -4.64% 6.31% 10.91% -0.59% 15.99% 8.36% 5.18% -4.74% 2.85%

Benchmark -9.01% 13.48% 7.05% 1.91% 6.42% 7.39% 3.99% 1.44% 4.69% 5.96% -0.04% 11.54% 8.02% 5.99% -8.41% 6.61%

Proposal Benchmark

Annualized Return 5.58% 3.86%

Annualized 
Volatility 6.28% 5.07%

Maximum DD -12.60% -15.72%

Sharpe Ratio 0.89 0.77

Turnover 6.03 -

Number of lines 9.20 -

Past performance is not necessarily an indicator of future performance.
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It’s not Man vs. Machine, but Man PLUS Machine

Competency Humans Machines Man + Machine

Advising investors & understanding needs

Drafting a portfolio strategy

Establishing risk management policy and limits

Identifying market patterns

Portfolio construction, rebalancing, and 
selection

Actively managing risk

Generating alpha

Enhancing operational efficiencies

Monitoring portfolios and holdings



What Now?
Whether you embrace 
AI or ignore it, it will 
change the investment 
landscape you are 
operating in.

John Bailey  |  203.807.1013  
john.bailey@lumenai.net

Embrace Man + AI
scan to contact us: 

mailto:john.bailey@lumenai.net
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This information is the property of Lumenai Investments, LLC (“Lumemai”). This information is 
confidential and proprietary and may not be reproduced, shared or published without the 
written permission of Lumenai. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. There can 
be no assurance that the investment objective of Lumenai described herein will be achieved. 

This is not an offering or the solicitation of an offer to invest with Lumenai. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made to qualified investors only by means of a final offering memorandum, 
which contains important information (including investment objective, policies, risk factors, tax 
implications and relevant qualifications) and only in those jurisdictions where permitted by law. 
In the case of any inconsistency between the descriptions herein and the offering 
memorandum, the offering memorandum shall control. The investment shall not be offered or 
sold in any jurisdiction in which such offer or sale would be unlawful until the requirements of 
the laws of such jurisdiction have been satisfied. 

This presentation contains simplified representations of complex processes. Lumenai's actual 
investment and risk management processes may differ materially from what is stated herein. 
The information included in this presentation is based upon information reasonably available 
to Lumenai as of the date noted herein. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express 
or implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein and 
no liability is accepted for the accuracy or completeness of any such information.

An investor could lose all or a substantial amount of his or her investment. Financial 
instruments and investment opportunities discussed or referenced herein may not be suitable 
for all investors, and potential investors must make an independent assessment of the 
appropriateness in light of their own objectives and circumstances, including the possible risk 
and benefits of entering into such a transaction.

This information may contain certain “forward-looking statements,” which may be identified by 
the use of such words as “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “should,” “planned,” “estimated,” 
“potential,” “outlook,” “forecast,” “plan” and other similar terms. All such forward-looking 

statements are conditional and are subject to various factors, including, without limitation, 
general and local economic conditions, changing levels of competition within certain industries 
and markets, changes in interest rates and availability of leverage, changes in legislation or 
regulation, and other economic, competitive, governmental, regulatory and technological 
factors, any or all of which could cause actual results to differ materially from projected results. 

No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given as to the accuracy or 
completeness of the information contained herein and no liability is accepted for the accuracy 
or completeness of any such information. Certain statements about Lumenai contained herein 
reflect the opinion of only Lumenai and is subject to change at any time, in Lumenai’s sole 
discretion, without notice.

Portfolios or investments referenced herein are examples only and actual portfolios may differ 
significantly. References to our team, staff, history and track records refers to both Lumenai 
and its third-party quantitative/AI research partner(s) who are disclosed upon request to 
Lumenai clients, but which may change at any point without prior or subsequent notice.

Financial indicators and benchmarks are unmanaged, do not reflect management or incentive 
fees (as applicable), assume reinvestment of income, are shown for illustration purposes only, 
and have limitations when used for such purposes because they may have volatility, credit, or 
other material characteristics that are different from the funds. It should be noted that indices 
should not be relied upon as a fully accurate measure of comparison and that investors cannot 
invest directly in the indices. These indices are presented merely to show general trends in the 
market and are not intended to imply that any fund’s portfolio was comparable to the index 
either in composition or element of risk. The NASDAQ Composite Total Return is a stock market 
index that includes almost all stocks listed on the Nasdaq stock Exchange. The MSCI World / 
Barclays Aggregate Blend assumes a 60% percent investment in the MSCI World Index and a 
40% investment in _____________.

Disclaimers


